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The SWAP shielding program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory is only one 

phase of a program of theoretic a,l analysis^ calculation, and experimentation 

related to the radiation shielding problem. Obviously, the requirements of the 

program have become more stringent and exacting as nuclear energy has been ap

plied zo mobile systems. As pa^t of ̂ he departed but not forgotten AWP program, 

z.ie Tower Shielding Facility was constructed at Oak Ridge to maÂ ^ possible in-air 

ĉi,rge-scale experiments in support of the shielding program. Despite the demise 

-yf the M? program, a great dea_ of valuable technology, including shielding 

aata, was generated. The Tower Shielding Facility has since then been u^ed in 

cnecking calculations for vehic te shielding and in establishing the Sx ̂ .el .ing 

effectiveness of various structures, and will in the near future be usea " check 

one shielding of a SWAP-2/lOA reactor. The aims of ̂ ne program remain oxi 

development of advanced techniqaes for accurate calculation of zn.e dose de

livered through and around a shield to any point on a given dose plane, arc' 

permit optimization of shield shape and weight. 

The Tower Shielding Facilicy at OREL is shown in sliQe 1 (photo 558l6). 

Control room and .counting rooms are shielded by concrete and earth fill. The 

towers are about 500 feet high and can elevate a load of 55 tons in tne plane of 

the two nearer towers to a height of about 125 feet. The reactor shown here and 

-n the next slide (Photo 558^7) is the second reactor to be usea here and, as the 

first reactor, has a water-moderated and cooled core. The third slide (Photo 

50566-C) shows the flexibility Df experimental arrangements achievable with this 
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installation. The reactor is now enclosed in a collimator so that a beam of 

radiation may be directed over a x-sjige of directions. The nearer sphere is a 

10-ft detector collimator that, when filled with lead and water, attenuates neu

tron dose by a factor of 10* and gemma dose a factor of 10® thus permitting 

discrimination of spacial distribution of incoming radiation. This facility then 

we plan to use for some work with a SWAP reactor, which will be described later. 

A natural question in connection with shielding research is "Why is it 

necessary?" After all, shields h6.ve been designed and built for many years now 

with considerable success. Back in 1957 a shielded reactor was flown in an air

plane and measured neutron dose rates were found to be within a factor of 10 of 

calculated predictions in most cases. Ttte simplest answer, of course, is that 

factors of 10 are not good enough in space applications. However, in addition 

there is the problem of uncertainty, for some calculations, especially when 

departure is made from the simplest geometries, often differ widely from measure

ments. The dose rate at any given point within a shielded volume consists of 

several components each of which is contributed by a distinct set of physical 

processes. These component parts of the total dose rate can vary sharply with 

change of geometry, materials, and radiation source. As a matter of fact, know

ledge of the physical processes themselves is constantly being supplemented; that 

is, interaction cross sections are still under investigation. 

In the SlIAP systems that have been seriously proposed, the principal concern, 

so far as shielding is concerned, has been the protection of instruments from 

radiation damage. The damage thretshold in instrumeht payloads is invariably 

reached earlier in the course of accumulation of neutron dose than of gamma-ray 

dose. For this reason, most attention has been focused on the neutron component 

of radiation emanating from the reactoi" core. 



a.ine ocst snie^amg maueriâ i. lor neutrons in space systems is lithi-ijim 

hy:.ride. It is relatively ligho, having a fabrication density of O.7U -co 0.77 

.-.X room 'oemperature and a macroscopic cross section of about O.I5 per cm wrien the 

":"n:-cj\nesse3 considered are not over 2 ft. A few years ago zhe value of z'ae varl-

c. microscopic cross sections zhaz make up the average value of macroscopic 

croos sections were very much in coubt. Some cross sections had ^ust 'oeen de

classified, and to verify calcula'i. ions in which geometry played a lainim'um role, 

^^-LC experiments on the transroission of neutrons through slabs of lithi\:m hydride 

.'_r̂  conducted at the Tower Shielcing Facility. The 12-ft diameter spherical 

.̂..llimia'oor was •used to ooxain oear.s of neutrons 6 in. in diameter and 1;̂  in. 

liameter that were directed thro'ogh slabs of lithium hydride of various thick-

.-.,ooes. Calculations were done u...Lng the Xonte Carlo technique as incorporated 

'., the Z^7\ code developed at Oak "ILdge. The results are shois-n in the next slide 

-̂' ,\ were interpreted as conf intin ; the relative accuracy of cross sections and 

:le adec'oacy oi" trie rrumber of his,/ories selected for calculation. 

Thio was one of the first te ;ts of the Xonte Carlo method code known as 

at uak Ridge ̂ î ational Laboratory. Xonte Carlo is the most accaxate method 

l.vosently available for calculation of radiation transmission thro~agh material, 

.̂.1 it ic tne only method that is not limited by geometry of the source-shield 

combination, riowev.er, there are .still problems in using this method in that good 

^ccaracy of dose prediction rec"ui.:es a sufficient n'umber of histories tc be r-un 

', ̂ th usef̂ Lil biasing techn:;.ĉ ues along with an evaluation of the statistical error 

__-herent in the calculation (at least 5,000). Also consistent errors in program-

-.'.^Z s,re not difficult to make ard very difficult to discover, once made. The 

problem of transmiission thro'ogh the slabs, for exai-nple, required many hours of 

r.achint. time on a CDC-IOOM- compu'.er to evaluate biasing techniques ^ d to reduce 

the statistical deviatiCA for 25^200 neutron histories. 
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There are, of course, other less meticulous methods of calcvilation. The 

next slide lists some of them. The dose predictions for the SNAPSHOT experi

ments — the orbited SMP-lOA reactor of Atomics International — were made by the 

point-kernel method as developed by Goldstein at United Nuclear Corp. However, 

the dose at the payload plane was not dominated by the neutrons that penetrated 

the shield but by the neutrons scE.ttered around the shield by structviral com

ponents of the system. Even so, the predictions obtained were quite good for a 

small unmanned system, varying from 10i> below the measured dose to 500^ above. In 

the past, calculations of dose ra1;es for the AEP program using kernel methods 

yielded results that were from 50'/̂  too.high to a factor of 2.7 too low. 

The scattering of neutrons by structure was illustrated at ORNL in a series 

of experiments utilizing the TSR-II reactor. The next slide shows the scheme of 

the experiments (ORNL 2-01-056-55-I5OO). The truncated cone below the TSR-II 

core is a water tank, representing a SWAP system shield. A beryllium block, 

simulating a SNAP reactor control drxxra is mounted adjacent to the reactor core 

as shown in the next slide (Photo ^QOk"]). In addition to the beryllium, a small 

cylinder of nickel was mounted above. The beryllium could be swung away from the 

reactor vessel so as to come out farther from the shield shadow cone, as shown in 

the next slide (OBWL 2-OI-O56-55-I581). 

The detector collimator traversed horizontally from the center line of the 

shield to about 8 in. to the right of the edge of the shield. In other words, 

it moved from the shadow of the shield out to where it looked directly at the 

beryllium. In the next slide are some of the results (OKNL 2-OI-O56-55-1385). 

Positions 0, 1, 2, 5, are positions of the beryllium progressively farther out 

from the reactor vessel. The rise in dose rate clearly indicated that the direc-

tions of neutrons are changed in collision with beryllium atcms and increase the 
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dose received even well within the shadow of the shield. The next slide (ORWL 

2-01-056-55-158i<-) shows the same results but with tighter collimation, 5-in. 

collimator as compared to an 8-in. collimator in the previous results. The total 

dose rate per watt of reactor power is down as wo\xld be expected, but the change 

in dose rate with beryllium position is greater. The next slide shows (ORWL 

2-01-056-55-1385) the increments of dose for each position of the beryllium blocks. 

The backgrovind has been subtracted so that these dose rates represent increments 

due to scattering only. The effect of the very small, 1-in. diameter by 1-in. 

high nickel cylinder is clearly visible above background. These experiments gave 

an indication of the total effect to be expected from structural scattering and in 

the SNAPSHOT flight the scattering effect was the dominant dose contributor over 

most of the dose plane. 

Over the next couple of years the program at ORWL is oriented toward develop

ment of advanced mathematical techiiiques for calculating accurately neutron 

transport through shields and for calculating by iterative processes a minimum 

weight design for a given mission profile. The program includes improving the 

05R code, including amplification of the cross-section lilirary and coupling of this 

code with the Sn code to achieve shorter machine time for a larger number of 

neutron histories. The program also envisages development of a two-dimensional 

Sn-Pn code snd coupling of 05R and OGRE codes and Sn-OGRE for rapid calculation of 

secondary gamma-ray generation and the resultant dose contribution. 

First problems to be undertal:(5n by these mathematical programs will be 

related to a SWAP 2/lOA system ancl to provide experimental verification of the 

calculations. A SWAP reactor wil3. be installed at the Tower Shielding Facility. 

The experimental program will be divided into three major parts. First will "be 

xaapping of the leakage flux from the core as shown in the next slide (ORWL Dwg, 

65-7228). 
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The reactor will be suspended on a lead screw at the end of a boom fixed to 

a rotatable colujiin. In the position shovn here, with the reactor at not over one 

watt power, a collimator for a neubron spectrometer will rotate about the core 

while maintaining its focus on one point in the reactor. This procedtire will, ' 

yield a source spectrum for use in subsequent calculations.. 

The second part of the progreun is represented by the next slide (ORNL Dwg. 

65-7229). Here the dose and spectinmi transmitted through a lithium hydride 

shield will be mapped. The detector collimator will be placed in a dry chamber 

that will be shielded from air-scattered and structure-scattered radiation by 

concrete cover slabs. The shield itself will be svirrounded by a polyethylene and 

iron collar to exclude air-scattered neutrons. The design of this collar and 

the validity of this experimental configuration is at present the s\ibject of both 

theoretical and experimental study. Calculations indicate that the collar will 

be effective in preventing distortion of shield performance in space by the earth-

bound environment. However, an experiment utilizing the TSR-II will be conducted 

shortly to verify this. The configuration is shown in the next slide. 

Tae third phase of the program will be concerned with structural scattering 

contributions as shown in the next slide (ORNL Dwg. 65-7251)' A view of the overall 

i-acility for the reactor installation is shown in the next slide (ORWL Dwg, 

65-7616). It is hoped that the installation will be flexible enough to allow 

some extension of the program intci thicker shields and eventually to allow veri

fication of shield shaping calcul£i.tions that may in the future contribute to weight 

saving in manned as well as unmanr.ed space systems* 
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